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We report a secondary data analysis investigating age differences in the effects of clause and sentence
wrap-up on reading time distributions during sentence comprehension. Residual word-by-word selfpaced reading times were fit to the ex-Gaussian distribution to examine age differences in the effects of
clause and sentence wrap-up on both the location and shape of participants’ reaction time (RT)
distributions. The ex-Gaussian distribution showed good fit to the data in both younger and older adults.
Sentence wrap-up increased the central tendency, the variability, and the tail of the distribution, and these
effects were exaggerated among the old. In contrast, clause wrap-up influenced the tail of the distribution
only, and did so differentially for older adults. Effects were confirmed via nonparametric vincentile plots.
Individual differences in visual acuity, working memory, speed of processing, and verbal ability were
differentially related to ex-Gaussian parameters reflecting wrap-up effects on underlying reading time
distributions. These findings argue against simple pause mechanisms to explain end-of-clause and
end-of-sentence reading time patterns; rather, the findings are consistent with a cognitively effortful view
of wrap-up and suggest that age and individual differences in attentional allocation to semantic
integration during reading, as revealed by RT distribution analyses, play an important role in sentence
understanding.
Keywords: aging, ex-Gaussian, individual differences, RT distributional analysis, sentence processing,
working memory, wrap-up

robust phenomenon (for a review, see Payne & Stine-Morrow,
2012), the mechanisms underlying these effects are not well understood.

Aging is associated with divergent trajectories of change in
language understanding. Some aspects of language processing are
spared or even show improvements with advancing age (e.g.,
visual word recognition, verbal ability; Lien et al., 2006; Verhaeghen, 2003). However, effortful processes related to comprehension and memory for message-level semantics in spoken and
written language show considerable age-related decline (Dagerman, MacDonald, & Harm, 2006; Federmeier, 2007; Johnson,
2003; Payne et al., 2014; Stine-Morrow, Miller, & Hertzog, 2006;
Stine-Morrow & Miller, 2009). One mechanism that has often
been implicated in the encoding and maintenance of message-level
semantics during sentence comprehension is the so-called wrap-up
effect, a phenomenon marked by relative increases in processing
time at clause and sentence boundaries (Just & Carpenter, 1980;
Rayner, Kambe, & Duffy, 2000). Though this is an empirically

Wrap-Up Effects in Sentence Comprehension
The observation of unique processing episodes at the ends of
clauses and sentences has been of interest in psycholinguistics for
at least 50 years (Aaronson & Scarborough, 1976; Caplan, 1972;
Fodor, & Bever, 1965; Garret, Bever, & Fodor, 1966; Jarvella,
1971; Kimball, 1973). The phrase wrap-up was coined by Just and
Carpenter (1980), who described this phenomenon as
[a] special computational episode [that] occurs when a reader reaches
the end of a sentence . . . . The processes that occur during sentence
wrap-up involve a search for referents that have not been assigned, the
construction of interclause relations (with the aid of inferences, if
necessary), and an attempt to handle any inconsistencies that could not
be resolved within the sentence. (p. 345)
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Payne and Stine-Morrow (2012) have referred to such explanations of wrap-up as semantic integration theories, in that they
predict that these characteristic peaks in reading time reflect a
cognitively demanding segmentation process, in which messagelevel semantic information is integrated across clauses and sentences to enable a coherent and stable representation of the text in
memory (Kintsch, 1998; Millis & Just, 1994; Rayner et al., 2000;
Stine-Morrow, Millinder, Pullara, & Herman, 2001; Stine-Morrow
& Miller, 2009). Semantic integration theories are supported by
studies showing that clause and sentence wrap-up are dependent
upon ongoing cognitive workload during sentence comprehension.
For example, wrap-up has been shown to be moderated by prop213
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erties of the text, including manipulations of domain knowledge
(Miller & Stine-Morrow, 1998; Sharkey & Sharkey, 1987; Wiley
& Rayner, 2000), conceptual complexity (Haberlandt & Graesser,
1989; Stine-Morrow et al., 2010), gap-filling (Balogh et al., 1998),
and syntactic and semantic ambiguity resolution (Hagoort, 2003;
Luo, Yan, & Zhou, 2013; Payne et al., 2014), as well as properties
of the individual, including individual differences in verbal ability
and linguistic experience (Payne et al., 2012; Stine-Morrow et al.,
2008), comprehension goals (Fallon, Peelle, & Wingfield, 2006;
Stine-Morrow et al., 2006), and maintenance of concurrent working memory load (Smiler, Gagne, & Stine-Morrow, 2003).
In contrast to this view of wrap-up as a semantic integration
process, some have argued that wrap-up effects may reflect an
automatic and obligatory process that is driven by low-level perceptual characteristics of the text (e.g., commas and periods; Hill
& Murray, 2000) or the monitoring of implicit prosodic contour
alone (Hirotani, Frazier, & Rayner, 2006). Hirotani et al. (2006)
argued that because much of semantic and syntactic analysis is
incremental (Rayner & Clifton, 2009; Tanenhaus, SpiveyKnowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995), it is not clear what incomplete work is left to be done at the ends of clauses and sentences.
They showed that wrap-up effects occur during reading at points
corresponding to intonational phrase boundaries in speech—points
that would not be expected to correspond to high cognitive load
(e.g., vocatives such as John, go to the library for me). They
proposed a dwell-time account to explain such findings, in which
the increased processing time at clause boundaries reflects an
automatic dwell response that “need not be related to the amount
of work to be done at the clause boundary” (p. 426).
On these accounts, wrap-up is an obligatory process that is not
driven by ongoing processing difficulty during sentence understanding. Consistent with this claim are findings by Hirotani et al.
(2006), who showed that manipulations of the surface length of a
preceding clause did not moderate the magnitude of wrap-up, and
Warren, White, and Reichle (2009), who showed that manipulations of syntactic complexity did not moderate the magnitude of
wrap-up. These findings suggest that wrap-up effects may be fixed
to some extent, occurring at points of both high and low demand
within a sentence. Notably, such models predict that clause and
sentence boundaries will trigger an increase in reading time overall, but that these effects will be invariant across properties of the
text and individual, reflecting a uniform delay in processing time
before moving forward in the text (see Hill & Murray, 2000;
Hirotani et al., 2006 for a discussion).

Aging and Individual Differences in Wrap-Up
Individual differences in the magnitude of wrap-up effects have
been shown to be predictive of comprehension and sentence memory in both younger and older adults (Miller & Stine-Morrow,
1998; Schroeder, 2011; Stine-Morrow et al., 2001). Importantly, a
number of studies have converged on the finding that deficits in
comprehension and memory are magnified among older adults
who fail to allocate attention at clause and sentence boundaries
(Smiler et al., 2003; Stine, 1990; see Stine-Morrow et al., 2006;
Stine-Morrow & Miller, 2009 for reviews). Such findings implicate wrap-up as a potential compensatory mechanism that older
adults may be able to take advantage of during online sentence

processing to maintain optimal comprehension in the face of
declines (Stine-Morrow et al., 2010).
Payne and Stine-Morrow (2012) investigated age differences in
the cognitive workload associated with clause and sentence-wrap
up, using a gaze-contingent boundary-change eye-tracking paradigm. They examined effects of wrap-up on parafoveal word
processing on the word immediately after a clause or sentence
boundary, with the logic that if wrap-up is cognitively demanding,
it should reduce the amount of parafoveal processing on the word
following wrap-up (cf. Henderson & Ferreria, 1990; White,
Rayner, and Liversedge, 2005; see also White, Warren, & Reichle,
2011). They found substantial age differences in the effects of
sentence wrap-up on parafoveal word processing, but only for
later-pass measures that included trials with refixations and regressions. These findings suggested that wrap-up effects did not induce
a high degree of cognitive workload across all trials, but rather
were driven by a subset of trials that were the most demanding, and
thus where more time was needed to process the target word (see
also Rayner, Castelhano, & Yang, 2009, 2010). Importantly, these
findings were not consistent with obligatory accounts of wrap-up:
on the trial with the longest fixations (presumably the most demanding trials), age-differences in the costs of wrap-up were
largest.

Distributional Analyses of RT
Without exception, the studies reviewed above on wrap-up
effects in reading have focused on changes in central tendency by
comparing mean differences in reading or fixation times. Although
the mean provides important information, using measures of central tendency alone to examine condition differences in RT has a
number of drawbacks. The most significant concern with relying
only on the mean to draw conclusions about underlying processing
mechanisms is that RT distributions are never normally distributed
and the shape can vary as a function of condition differences.
Extreme values are often trimmed based on some criterion, but to
the extent that variables of interest differentially affect the central
tendency, spread, and tail of the distribution, basing conclusions on
the mean of the distribution from which values at the tail are
eliminated can provided a distorted picture of the phenomenon of
interest.
A number of researchers have advocated investigating performance beyond the mean using distributional analytic methods
(Balota et al., 2008; Balota & Yap, 2011). Although these methods
have existed in the literature for some time (Luce, 1986; Ratcliff,
1979; van Zandt, 2000), distributional analyses of RTs have recently gained increasing traction, being applied to attention (Castel, Balota, Hutchison, Logan, & Yap, 2007; Tse, Balota, Yap,
Duchek, & McCabe, 2010), episodic memory (Rohrer & Wixted,
1994; Criss, 2010), visual word recognition (Balota et al., 2008),
and sentence processing (Staub, 2011; Staub & Benatar, 2013)
domains. Typically, distributional analyses involve fitting a probability distribution that closely approximates the characteristic
unimodal and skewed distribution of RTs to empirical RTs.
Though there are a number of potential probability distributions
for RT data, the ex-Gaussian distribution, which is a convolution
of the Gaussian (normal) distribution and the exponential distribution, typically provides good fit to RT data while using a small
number of parameters (Heathcote, Brown, & Cousineau, 2004;
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Heathcote, Brown, & Mewhort, 2002; van Zandt, 2000; Balota &
Yap, 2011).
In the ex-Gaussian distribution, RT distributions are summarized by three parameters. Two parameters are from the Gaussian
component of the distribution: central tendency (i.e., the location
of the distribution) is reflected in !, and variability in the modal
portion of the distribution is captured by ", the standard deviation.
The rate parameter, #, from the exponential component of the
ex-Gaussian distribution, reflects the degree of rightward slowing
in the tail of the distribution. Importantly, conditions that impact !
result in a shift in the distribution, conditions that impact " result
in increased variance in RTs, and conditions that impact # selectively increase the subset of trials that are the slowest.
Recently, a number of studies have applied these distributional
analyses to decompose RTs and eye-fixation times during language processing tasks (including sentence reading), showing that
linguistic variables impact multiple components of an RT distribution (e.g., Staub, White, Drieghe, Hollway, & Rayner, 2010;
White & Staub, 2012). Importantly, reading and fixation times
during sentence processing show a characteristic rightward skew,
like most RT data. This “slow tail” is ignored in traditional
analyses, despite the fact that different sorts of linguistic complexity may differentially affect not only the location of a distribution,
but its underlying shape as well. For example, Staub et al. (2010)
showed that word frequency influences both the location (!) and
the slow tail (#) of the distribution of eye-fixations in sentence
reading (see Balota & Spieler, 1999 for similar findings in lexical
decision tasks), signifying that frequency effects occurred on almost all trials, thus shifting the distribution, but that word frequency effects became larger as fixation times became slower.
These findings suggest that frequency effects are much stronger on
the most demanding trials (see Balota & Spieler, 1999 for an
extensive discussion of similar effects in lexical decision time
tasks). Similarly, Johnson, Staub, and Fleri (2012) recently
showed, in a naming task, that transposed letter effects influence
the # parameter only, such that on the slowest trials, the presence
of a transposed letter neighbor inhibited naming performance.
They argued that this effect on the tail might be attributable to a
mechanism whereby lexical access occasionally fails on a subset
of trials, rather than a reliable effect of transposition on access. It
is unlikely that evidence for such a mechanism would be found
simply by comparing group means alone, because the underlying
shape of the distribution is hidden once the data are averaged.
Balota and Yap (2011) argued that there are three general
approaches to examining the effects of variables on underlying RT
distributions. These include (a) fitting empirical distributions (such
as the ex-Gaussian) to generate a small number of parameters that
descriptively summarize RT distributions, (b) adopting a nonparametric approach by plotting percentiles of RT distributions across
different conditions, and lastly (c) using a computationally explicit
process model that links psychological processes to specific RT
distributional characteristics. Indeed, Ratcliff’s (1979; Ratcliff &
McKoon, 2008) diffusion model has been highly successful in
modeling two-alternative force choice RT data from paradigms
where a RT and paired binary decision are available for all observations (e.g., lexical decision data). Although this model has been
successful in modeling decision phenomenon in a number of
cognitive tasks, it is limited in its usefulness for modeling online
word-by-word sentence-processing data, where RT data are avail-
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able for all words within a sentence without any directly observable binary decision criteria for each RT, and ultimately, where
accuracy is not binary (Caplan & Waters, 2013; Ferreira & Patson,
2007).
It is important to note that one must be cautious in directly
interpreting derived ex-Gaussian parameters, given that they cannot be directly linked to specific cognitive mechanisms, such as
attentional lapses or changes in response criteria (Matzke &
Wagenmakers, 2009). Nevertheless, ex-Gaussian models do provide a very useful descriptive method to understand not only the
influence of variables on RTs above and beyond changes in the
mean, but also individual differences in RT distributions (Schmiedek, Oberauer, Wilhelm, Süss, & Witmann, 2007; Yap et al.,
2012), which would be likely obscured with methods that focus on
the mean alone.
For instance, RT distributional analyses have provided valuable
insight into aging and individual differences in attentional control
(Schmiedek et al., 2007; Jackson, Balota, Duchek, & Head, 2012;
Tse et al., 2010). This is particularly true for the # component,
which has been shown to share substantial variance with individual
differences in age, speed of processing, working memory, risk for
Alzheimer’s disease, and white matter integrity in healthy older
adults and early Alzheimer’s patients (Jackson et al., 2012;
Schmiedek et al., 2007; Tse et al., 2010). Such results are similar
to findings demonstrating increased age-related intraindividual
variability across a number of cognitive tasks (Hultsch et al., 2008;
Salthouse & Berish, 2005).
The link between # in attentional control tasks and individual
differences in WM and processing speed is consistent with the
worse performance rule (Coyle, 2003), whereby the slowest RTs
are most highly related to performance on tasks of fluid cognitive
ability. Some have argued that condition differences that impact #
partially reflect failures of continuous attentional control throughout task performance (Jackson et al., 2012; McVay & Kane, 2012;
Schmiedek et al., 2007; Tse et al., 2010; West, 2001), such that
individuals who have difficulty maintaining goals and suppressing
irrelevant information produce especially slow RTs on a subset of
trials, resulting in a pronounced rightward skew in the RT distribution (see Coyle, 2003 for a discussion). Schmeidek and colleagues (2007), using structural equation modeling, found a latent
correlation of $.90 between WM span and # components derived
from attention tasks, indicating that individuals with lower working memory spans had a larger proportion of extreme RTs in tasks
involving strong response competition demands. Importantly, distributional parameters derived from performance in attentional
control (Balota et al., 2008), visual word recognition (Yap &
Balota, 2007; Yap et al., 2012), and sentence reading (Staub &
Benatar, 2013) tasks have shown substantial test–retest reliability,
suggesting that these parameters can be viewed as stable individual
differences.
Collectively, these findings suggest that, although parameters of
RT distributions have not been directly linked through the use of
explicit process models (as in two-choice decision tasks; Ratcliff
& McKoon, 2008), certain distributional parameters (such as #)
may be more sensitive to breakdowns in executive control processes in normal aging (Jackson et al., 2012). However, individual
differences in ex-Gaussian parameters have been primarily examined in attention and lexical performance tasks, and, to date, we
know of no investigation of the effects of aging and individual
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differences in cognition on RT distributions in sentence processing.
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The Current Study
The data reported in the current study are drawn from a largescale individual difference study in which participants read single
sentences in a self-paced word-by-word moving window paradigm, originally reported in Stine-Morrow et al. (2008). We utilize
RT distributional analyses to address three questions.
First, do reading times at clause and sentence boundary sites
differ from medial sites in the location (!), scaling ("), and slow
tail (#) of the distribution? Importantly, under an automatic/oculomotor explanation of wrap-up, clause and sentence wrap-up
would be expected to impact a majority of trials in a uniform way
(e.g., a shift in the location of the distribution). For example,
Warren et al. (2009), based on computational modeling of wrap-up
effects in the EZ-Reader model (Pollatsek, Reichle, & Rayner,
2006), argued that the best fitting models implicated an early
low-level (likely oculomotor) mechanism that is responsive to the
presence of phrase boundaries and punctuation, but is not impacted
by variability in item difficulty. Under this account, boundary sites
would be expected to trigger uniform wrap-up processes in reading, resulting in a shifting of the RT distributions at clause and
sentence boundaries.
However, this account does not predict that one would see
increased variability in RT distributions at boundary sites, nor
would one expect to see a larger proportion of extreme RTs at
clause or sentence boundaries. Similar (though not completely
analogous) arguments have been made in the visual word recognition and attention literature, using distributional analyses to test
automatic “head-start” models of lexical access (Balota et al.,
2008), or “criterion shift” models of selective attention (Spieler et
al., 2000), by examining the degree to which certain variables shift
RT distributions versus impacting the slow tail of RT distributions.
Note that the mechanisms proposed in the literature on two-choice
decisions are only imperfect analogs to the processes ongoing
during word-by-word reading time, given the lack of a clear
“one-shot” process leading to a binary decision at every trial (i.e.,
every word), which is clearly present in tasks such as lexical
decision, but is absent in naturalistic reading for comprehension.
In contrast, a semantic integration view, in which wrap-up
varies depending on properties of the text and the individual
(Payne et al., 2012; Stine-Morrow et al., 2001), predicts not only
a shift in the RT distribution at clause and sentence boundaries, but
that changes in the variance and slow tail of the distribution may
also occur across individuals, reflecting differential responsiveness
to processing demands and processing disruptions during wrap-up.
Staub and Benatar (2013) presented a theory of eye fixation time
distributions during sentence processing whereby variables that are
found to have a stronger effect in the tail of the distribution index
an increased proportion of trials in which normal processing is
disrupted, distinct from processing difficulty that uniformly shifts
the RT distribution (see Coyle, 2003; Schmiedek et al., 2007 for
similar arguments in the attention literature). Under a semantic
integration view, a larger proportion of extreme reading times may
be expected at clause and sentence boundaries, indexing the disruption caused by the increased cognitive workload of interclause
binding and integration processes in wrap-up.

Our second question focused on whether age differences emerge
in the shape of reading time distributions at clause and sentence
boundaries. Under a dwell-time account, distributional shifting at
clause and sentence boundaries should be similar for younger and
older adults. If global age-related slowing is implicated, however,
this may simply result in a larger shift in the distribution (effect on
!) for older adults relative to the young, but no change in the
underlying shape of the distribution. Under a semantic integration
account however, there may be selectively strong wrap-up effects
for the slowest trials, reflecting that wrap-up effects may induce a
high cognitive demand on a subset of trials, an effect that may be
larger for older adults, consistent with studies comparing mean age
differences across various eye-movement measures (Payne &
Stine-Morrow, 2012; Rayner et al., 2010).
Our third and final question was whether distributional parameters are related to individual differences in sensory and cognitive
ability. If age differences in the slow tail of the distribution were
found, this may implicate a mechanism associated with increased
cognitive workload. However, to rule out that such findings are not
attributable to other causes, such as a more conservative processing criteria among the old (Starns & Ratcliff, 2010), we also aimed
to test whether age differences could be explained in terms of
individual differences in sensory and cognitive ability.
If wrap-up effects are more demanding for older adults, one
would expect distributional parameters in the tail of the distribution to be related to individual differences in fluid cognitive ability,
as in the attentional control literature (Schmiedek et al., 2007; Tse
et al., 2010). Indeed, many studies focusing on age differences in
language comprehension have proposed that psychomotor speed
and working memory play a substantial role in sentence comprehension (Caplan et al., 2011; Dagerman et al., 2006; DeDe et al.,
2004; Kemper & Liu, 2007; Stine-Morrow et al., 2001; Payne et
al., 2012, 2014), though there is much controversy surrounding the
exact role these play in online interpretive processes (see Caplan &
Waters, 1999; Just & Varma, 2002; MacDonald & Christiansen,
2002). We predicted that measures of working memory and speed
would play a larger role in wrap-up effects on the tail of the
distribution, consistent with a semantic integration view of wrapup, in which such effects reflect increased cognitive demand
(Payne & Stine-Morrow, 2012).
Moreover, given the increased interest in linguistic experience
as an important individual difference in language processing
(Payne et al., 2012, 2014; MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002),
including in RT distributional studies of word recognition (Yap et
al., 2012), we also examined whether verbal ability was related to
RT distributional effects of clause and sentence wrap-up. Yap et al.
(2012) showed that higher levels of vocabulary knowledge were
related to facilitated effects on !, ", and # in naming and lexical
decision tasks. Similarly, higher levels of verbal ability have been
shown to be predictive of facilitated lexical processing at the
sentence level, in studies of mean reading time performance
(Payne et al., 2012). However, Payne et al. (2012) also found that
older adults with higher verbal ability showed larger effects of
clause wrap-up (see also Yamani et al., 2012). However, it is yet
unknown how these effects at the mean translate to changes in
underlying RT distributions.
Lastly, sensory acuity plays an important role in language comprehension in older adults (Burke & Shafto, 2008 for a review),
and is often considerably correlated with individual differences in
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cognitive performance (Anstey, Hofer, & Luszcz, 2003; Lindenberger & Baltes, 1994). However, sensory abilities are rarely
examined in conjunction with cognitive individual differences in
studies of online sentence processing. Recognition of marked
clause and sentence boundaries requires fine visual discrimination,
such that potential age differences in reading time distributions and
effects of wrap-up could be driven in part by sensory ability, apart
from age-related changes in cognition. Thus, in order to tease apart
influences of sensory and cognitive ability on RT distributions
during reading, we also examined the role of individual differences
in visual acuity.

described in Stine and Hindman (1994) and the computation span
task (Salthouse & Babcock, 1991). Speed of processing (% & .69)
was assessed with two tasks, the letter comparison and pattern
comparison tasks (Salthouse & Babcock, 1991). Verbal ability
(% & .93) was measured with the ETS advanced vocabulary and
extended range vocabulary tasks (Ekstrom, French, & Harman,
1976). Visual acuity was assessed with the Snellen chart, which
was administered separately for the right and left eyes. The derived
measure was the average Snellen ratio for both eyes.

Method

Participants read a series of 48 18-word sentences describing
facts in nature, science and history (a total of 864 words per
participant; e.g., Since George Washington’s time, United States
Presidents have received presents from both ordinary citizens and
heads of state), in a noncumulative word-by-word moving window
self-paced reading paradigm (Aaronson & Ferres, 1984). These
items were first used in Stine-Morrow et al. (2001). Each sentence
was followed by a filler sentence to ensure that sentence final
reading times were not contaminated by retrieval planning or task
preparation. Filler sentences were not analyzed. The self-paced
sentence reading task was followed by two tasks involving reading
larger expository and narrative passages, but those data were not
used in the current study (see Stine-Morrow et al., 2008), given
that our primary focus was on sentence processing. Each of the 864
words was coded as either marking a minor clause boundary (n &
157), a sentence boundary (n & 48), or a sentence medial word,
which did not mark a sentence or clause boundary (n & 659). The
total number of observations was (864 ' 244 &) 210, 816.

Data Set
Stine-Morrow et al. (2008) provides an in depth description of
participant characteristics, procedures, and measures. In the following, we review important characteristics of the data set relevant
for the current study.

Participants
One hundred twenty-eight young adults (18 –39 years) and 117
older and middle-aged adults (58 – 87 years) participated in the
current study. One older adult was removed from the analysis
because, after trimming excessively long trials (see below), the
ex-Gaussian distribution could not be fit in the sentence final
condition for that participant because of a lack of valid RT observations. Thus, analyses are based on 244 participants. Table 1
presents demographic and individual difference characteristics
separately for the younger and older adult groups.

Measures
Participants completed a series of individual difference measures in a single battery. Working memory span (% & .73) was
assessed by three tasks, the reading span and listening span tasks

Table 1
Demographics and Individual Differences
Young
(n & 117)
Measure
Demographics
1. Age
2. Education
3. Self-reported health
4. Visual acuity
Verbal ability
5. Extended range
6. Advanced vocabulary
Working memory
7. Reading span
8. Listening span
9. Computation span
Speed of processing
10. Letter comparison
11. Pattern comparison

Old
(n & 127)

M

SE

M

SE

20
13
1.67
1.04

.27
.13
.05
.03

71
17
1.88
.68

.66
.22
.08
.03

15.42
11.99

.60
.37

32.36
25.29

.78
.61

4.73
5.27
6.44

.12
.10
.10

3.95
3.91
4.66

.12
.09
.20

23.07
42.30

.43
.69

18.41
30.81

.40
.53

Self-Paced Reading Task

Data Analysis
Reading times were trimmed for outliers within person and
within sentence position (medial, clause-final, sentence-final) at
the 5th standard deviation. This is a conservative approach, removing only extreme values that were attributable to external
distraction, failure to follow directions, and other factors unrelated
to on-task processes. Following this, a three-step analytical approach was conducted to fit the ex-Gaussian distribution to each
participant’s data.
First, a residual analysis was conducted to control for a number
of item-level predictors of word reading time that covary with
relative sentence position. Following Hofmeister (2011) and Jaeger (2010), a linear mixed effects model was fit to the RT data for
all items and all participants, with the following covariates: (a)
word length (in syllables), (b) log of the word frequency, (c) word
class (open vs. closed), (d) Yngve depth (a measure of syntactic
depth based on the cumulative number of incompletely parsed
phrase-structure rules),1 (e) linear word position in the sentence,
and (f) trial order, as well as a random intercept for subjects. Note
1
Yngve depth (1960) is a metric derived from computational linguistics
that has been commonly used to estimate syntactic complexity in studies of
language comprehension and production (Cheung & Kemper, 1992; StineMorrow, Loveless, & Soederberg, 1996). In brief, each test sentence was
constructed into a parsing tree representing its syntactic structure and
branches were consecutively numbered from right to left (beginning with
0). The Yngve depth was coded for each word as the sum of all branches
leading from the terminal node to the top of the tree.
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that this is a conservative approach, as some of the variance being
statistically controlled by these variables is likely driving wrap-up
processes (e.g., changes in syntactic depth across embedded
clauses). Nevertheless, this approach allows for us to test for the
unique influence of wrap-up, after partialing out variance in other
common item-level predictors of RT (cf. Ferreira & Clifton, 1986;
Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994). All covariates were
significant predictors of word reading time. Item-level residuals
from this model were then extracted, representing variability in
reading times independent of the covariate regressors. Each subject’s residual reading times in each of the three word-position
conditions was then fit to an ex-Gaussian distribution using quantile maximum likelihood estimation with the program QMPE 2.18
(Heathcote et al., 2004).
Because residual reading times contain negative values, and the
domain of the exponential component of the ex-Gaussian distribution is non-negative, a constant value was added to all residual
reading times in every condition for every subject. Before adjustment, the minimum residual RT was $1,103 ms (mean residual
RT & 0). A constant of 1,200 ms was added to all residual RTs,
setting the minimum RT equal to approximately 100 ms, so that all
values submitted for analyses were non-negative and did not
approach zero (mean adjusted Residual RT & 1,200 ms, min & 96
ms, max & 5,006 ms). Note that adding a constant essentially
shifts the entire residual RT distribution for all individuals and all
conditions. Thus, this adjustment had no influence on group or
condition differences in estimates of ! (though it does increase the
total value of ! estimates across the board by 1,200 ms) and no
effects on the estimates for " or #.
Finally, to formally test for differences in reading time distributions as a function of age group and boundary site, the extracted
parameters from the ex-Gaussian distribution were submitted to
separate statistical analyses. Linear mixed effects models were fit
separately to each of the three parameters. Models were estimated
with fixed effects for age group, sentence position, and an age
group by sentence position interaction. A random intercept across
subjects was also included so that these were equivalent to hierarchical linear models (Quené & van den Bergh, 2004; Traxler,
2009).2 Because sentence position has three levels, this variable
was parameterized with the medial condition as the reference
group, forming two dummy coded variables: the clause wrap-up
(CW) effect (medial vs. clause boundary) and the sentence
wrap-up (SW) effect (medial vs. sentence boundary). When age
was a significant moderator (in two-way interactions), these comparisons were explored in follow-up analyses by fitting ageseparate models. Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling was used to
generate 95% highest posterior density intervals (95% HDI) for all
fixed effect parameters (Baayen et al., 2008; Kruschke, 2011).
Models were estimated using the lmer function in the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2013) in R (R Core Team, 2013).

Results
Age Differences in Mean Reading Time
Before presenting the ex-Gaussian analyses, effects are presented at the mean level for comparison. Table 2 presents means
for the unresidualized raw RTs and the adjusted residual RTs for
medial, clause-final, and sentence-final words, separately for

Table 2
Raw Mean RTs and Adjusted Residual RTs by Age Group and
Sentence Position (in ms)
Young
RT
Raw RTs
Medial
Clause final
Sentence final
Adjusted residual RTs
Medial
Clause final
Sentence final

Old

Total

M

SE

M

SE

M

SE

440
494
653

20
25
34

599
711
1036

31
44
62

516
595
821

19
26
36

1,197
1,177
1,330

18
22
30

1,177
1,218
1,551

26
38
55

1,188
1,196
1,427

16
21
31

younger and older adults. Results of a linear mixed effects analysis
on the adjusted residual reading times (with crossed random effects for subjects and items) revealed a reliable Age ' CW
interaction, ( & 61; 95% HDI: [55, 62], and a reliable Age ' SW
interaction, ( & 243; 95% HDI: [231, 254]. Older adults showed
a reliable clause wrap-up effect of 45 ms (95% HDI: [27, 62]) and
a reliable sentence wrap-up effect of 378 ms (95% HDI: [347,
409]). However, younger adults’ clause final residual reading
times were actually 18ms faster than for medial words (after
adjusting for item-level covariates; 95% HDI: [$31, $6]), though
they did show a sentence-final wrap-up effect of 134 ms (95%
HDI: [113, 154]).

Ex-Gaussian Model Fitting
The ex-Gaussian models converged normally for each participant. The modeled distribution provided excellent fit to the RT
data for each subject in each condition. At the item level, a pseudo
R2 statistic (squared sample correlation between observed and
predicted values; see Singer & Willet, 2003) was calculated separately for each participant in each condition. The average pseudo
R2 value was .95 (SD & .03; range & .891, .999) across subjects
and conditions, indicating excellent fit. This can be observed
graphically in the Figure in the Appendix, which plots observed
item RTs against ex-Gaussian model predicted item RTs for a
randomly selected set of 10 participants from each of the three
sentence position conditions. In addition, a visual summary of the
degree of fit of the ex-Gaussian models can be seen in Figure 3 by
comparing the model estimated vincentiles against the empirical
vincentiles (see below for a discussion of the vincentile plot).
Ex-Gaussian model fits did not differ for younger or older adults.

Age Differences in Reading Time Distributions
Figure 1 presents the mean values for each of the ex-Gaussian
parameters in each condition and age group, along with 95%
confidence intervals. Results from the linear mixed-effects models
are reported below, separately for each parameter.
For the ! parameter (Figure 1, top panel), the Age ' SW
interaction was reliable, ( & 201; 95% HDI: [144, 255], but the
2
Note that there is no random effect for items because the ex-Gaussian
parameters are computed across items separately for each subject.
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adults, ( & 212; 95% HDI: [181, 244], compared with the young,
though the SW effect for the young adults was still different from
zero, ( & 79; 95% HDI: [61, 97]. Collapsing across age groups,
there was no reliable CW effect on ", ( & 2; 95% HDI: [$16, 22].
For the # parameter (Figure 1, Bottom panel), both the Age '
SW interaction, ( & 63; 95% HDI: [29, 96], and Age ' CW
interaction, ( & 45; 95% HDI: [10, 77], were reliable. For younger
adults, there was a reliable clause wrap-up effect on #, with
significant differences between the medial and clause positions,
( & 54; 95% HDI: [36, 71], as well as a sentence wrap-up effect,
with a significant difference emerging between the medial and
sentence final positions ( & 65; 95% HDI: [48, 82]. These effects
were exaggerated among the older adults, who showed a larger
difference in # between the medial and clause-final positions, ( &
99; 95% HDI: [69, 129], and the medial and sentence-final positions, ( & 128; 95% HDI: [99, 159], compared with the young.
A graphical display of the modeled distributions is presented in
Figure 2, which illustrates the density plots for the estimated
ex-Gaussian parameters for each of the word position conditions
for younger (left) and older adults (right). These are based on
40,000 random samples from each distribution, where each distribution is generated by summing a sample from a normal distribution with mean ! and standard deviation " and a sample from an
exponential distribution with rate parameter 1/#. Sentence wrap-up
appeared to shift the entire distribution, increase the variance in
reading times, and increase the slow tail of the distribution (with
greater effects for the older adults). However, clause wrap-up
negatively shifted the RT distribution relative to medial words
(i.e., median reading times were actually faster at clause boundaries) but, at the same time, there were selective positive effects on
the # parameter, suggesting that the presence of a marked clause
boundary selectively increased RTs on the slowest trials, an effect
that was larger for older adults.

Nonparametric Analyses
Figure 1. Means and standard errors of ex-Gaussian parameters by age
group and word position. Values are based on residual reading times that
were rescaled by adding a constant to remove nonzero values for exGaussian model fitting (see text for details).

Age ' CW interaction was not, ( & 18; 95% HDI: [$37, 73]. The
source of the Age ' SW interaction was that the difference in !
between medial and sentence-final conditions was larger for the
older adults, ( & 322; 95% HDI: [273, 372], compared with
the young, though the SW effect was still different from zero in the
young adult group, ( & 121; 95% HDI: [93, 149]. Collapsing
across age groups, the CW effect was reliable and negative,
( & $56; 95% HDI: [$86, $29], indicating that distribution in
the clause-final condition was actually shifted slightly to the left
relative to the medial condition.
The findings for the " parameter are presented in the middle
panel of Figure 1. The Age ' SW interaction was reliable, ( &
132; 95% HDI: [97, 168], but again, there was no evidence for an
Age ' CW interaction, ( & 24; 95% HDI: [$11, 59]. The Age '
SW interaction was reliable because the difference in " between
the medial and sentence-final conditions was larger among older

To assess distributional effects nonparametrically, vincentile
plots, a descriptive method of examining RT distributions (Ratcliff, 1979), were constructed for each age group and each condition. Plots are constructed by rank ordering the residual reading
times separately for each subject and condition and binning these
residual RTs into deciles ranging from the fastest 10% of trials
(vincentile 1) to the slowest 10% of trials (vincentile 10). Averages
across all subjects are then plotted. This plot is presented in Figure
3. Effects that are attributable only to an overall shift in the
distribution (e.g., an effect on !) would result in a condition
difference that is equal across all vincentiles (i.e., parallel lines).
However, a shift in # is seen in divergence at the slowest RTs (i.e.,
the largest vincentiles). As can be seen, the plot confirms the
findings from the distributional fitting. For young adults, the
sentence-final RTs are larger across all vincentiles, but diverge
from sentence-medial RTs across larger vincentiles. However,
clause-final RTs only diverge from the sentence-medial RTs at the
largest vincentiles, corresponding to the right tail of the distribution. For older adults, there is a larger divergence from the
sentence-medial condition for both the clause-final and sentencefinal conditions at the slowest reading times.
Ex-Gaussian model estimated vincentiles are superimposed on
the empirical vincentiles in Figure 3 (open triangles, circles, and
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Figure 2. Simulated density functions from best fitting ex-Gaussian parameters for each word position for
younger and older adults. Values are based on residual reading times that were rescaled by adding a constant to
remove nonzero values for ex-Gaussian model fitting (see text for details).

squares). These were generated using the same process to generate
the density plots in Figure 2. The degree to which the model
estimated vincentile estimates approximate the empirical estimates
indicates the degree of fit between the observed and model implied
values. That these values nearly overlap over all points of the
vincentiles for all conditions for both younger and older adults
indicates good fit.

Individual Differences in Wrap-Up Distributions
Our final question addressed whether individual differences in
cognitive and sensory ability were related to individual differences
in the degree to which clause and sentence wrap-up impacted RT
distribution components. Distributional influences of clause and
sentence wrap-up were estimated by calculating separate clause
wrap-up and sentence wrap-up effects for each parameter for each
individual subject, using model estimated best-linear unbiased
predictors (BLUPs) of the CW and SW contrasts3 (Baayen et al.,
2008). The resulting parameters represent change in each distributional parameter in the clause-final position (!CW, "CW, and
#CW) and sentence-final position (!SW, "SW, and #SW) relative to
the medial position (i.e., the clause wrap-up/sentence wrap-up
effect for !, ", and #).
The left hand side of Table 3 presents the intercorrelations
among the clause wrap-up and sentence wrap-up parameters. For
both clause and sentence wrap-up, the ! and " parameters were
positively correlated, suggesting that those who showed a larger
shift in the distribution as a function of wrap-up also showed more
variability in wrap-up. However, #CW was uncorrelated with !CW
and "CW. A small negative correlation between !SW and #SW was
found, suggesting that those who showed a larger shift in the
distribution as a function of sentence wrap-up actually showed less
of an effect of wrap-up on the slow tail of the distribution.
The right hand side of Table 3 contains correlations between the
wrap-up distributional parameters and individual differences in
age, visual acuity, working memory, speed of processing, and
verbal ability. As seen in Table 3, sentence and clause wrap-up
parameters were selectively correlated with individual differences
in sensory and cognitive ability. For clause wrap-up, individuals

with better vision showed less of a shift in the distribution, and less
variability in RT distributions. However, verbal ability was positively correlated with distributional shifting and variance. A slower
tail, on the other hand, was associated with poorer processing
capacity, as indexed by measures of both speed and working
memory. For sentence wrap-up, individuals with higher verbal
ability, worse vision, and slower processing speed showed a larger
shift and greater variability in RT distributions. A slower tail #, on
the other hand, was again associated with worse processing capacity, as indexed by measures of both speed and working memory.
In an attempt to disentangle these effects and examine whether
individual differences in sensory and cognitive abilities might
uniquely explain the observed age-related increases in !, ", and #
as a function of clause wrap-up and sentence wrap-up, we fit a
multiple mediation model (see Hayes, 2013; Hayes & Scharkow,
in press) with age treated as the focal predictor; visual acuity,
verbal ability, processing speed, and working memory treated as
3
Best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) are individual-specific estimators of item-level effects (e.g., wrap-up effects on reading-time distributions), estimated through model-derived parameters from a mixed effects
model where all item-level predictors are allowed to vary randomly across
subjects (i.e., where random slopes are estimated for all within-subject
effects; see Baayen et al., 2008; and Snijders & Bosker, 2011 for an
introduction to BLUP estimation in mixed models). BLUP estimates are
shrunken toward the grand mean differentially more for extreme and less
stable sample estimates, producing more reliable estimators of subjectspecific effects than unadjusted effects (e.g., individual-level difference
scores; see Gelman, Hill, & Yajima, 2012 for an explanation of the
computational benefits of shrinkage in mixed models). Conceptually, the
six parameters represent

!cw " !clause # !medical
!sw " !sentence # !medical
$cw " $clause # $medical
$sw " $sentence # $medical
%cw " %clause # %medical
%sw " %sentence # %medical
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Figure 3. Empirical vincentile plots for each word position for younger and older adults. Model estimated
values are overlaid (white fill) to assess model fit. Values are based on residual reading times that were rescaled
by adding a constant to remove nonzero values for ex-Gaussian model fitting (see text for details).

mediators; and each of the six wrap-up distributional parameters
treated as outcomes. Figure 4 presents a simplified path diagram of
this multiple mediation model. We used the bootstrap procedure
described in Preacher and Hayes (2008) to estimate indirect effects
(resampling 5,000 times). These indirect effects represent tests for
the degree to which each mediator variable uniquely explains the
observed relationship between the focal predictor (age) and each
outcome (the distributional parameters). Results of the multiple
mediation model are shown in Table 4, which presents parameter
estimates and 95% confidence intervals for each indirect effect.
Visual acuity was found to be a reliable mediator of both !CW
and "CW, indicating that poorer visual acuity mediated the agerelated influence of clause wrap-up on distributional shifting and
scaling. Verbal ability had a significant, but negative indirect
effect on #CW, indicating that age and verbal skill have opposing
influences on the tail of the distribution (a case of inconsistent
mediation,4 see MacKinnon et al., 2000, 2007): aging was associated with increases in the slow tail of the distribution as a
function of clause wrap-up, but greater verbal ability was associated with a reduced influence of clause wrap-up on the tail of the
distribution.

Table 3
Correlations Among Ex-Gaussian BLUPs and Relationships
With Individual Differences
Effect

1

2

3

4

5 Age Vision Verbal Speed WM

Clause
1. !CW
2. "CW
.87
3. #CW $.13 .04
Sentence
4. !SW
.32 .42 .43
5. "SW
.27 .33 .52
.82
6. #SW !.17$.15 .31 !.19 .09

.15
.22
.31

!.16
!.20
!.17

.13
.18
.10

$.07 $.12
$.10 $.11
!.19 !.20

.33
.39
.28

!.20
!.23
$.10

.36
.35
.10

!.15 $.08
!.20 $.12
!.30 !.21

Note. Clause & Clause wrap-up effect; Sentence & Sentence wrap-up
effect; !CW/SW, "CW/SW, and #CW/SW estimates are individual BLUPs for
difference between clause/sentence position and medial position (i.e., effects of wrap-up); WM & Working Memory. Bolded estimates are significant at p ) .05.

Verbal ability was a reliable mediator of age differences in !SW,
indicating that individuals with greater verbal knowledge showed
a larger shift in the distribution at sentence boundaries. No individual differences were found to mediate the age-related increases
in "SW. Verbal ability had a negative indirect effect on #SW
(MacKinnon et al., 2000), indicating that individuals with better
verbal ability showed a smaller proportion of extreme reading
times at sentence boundaries. In contrast, both working memory
and speed of processing were significant positive mediators of the
effects of age on #SW, suggesting that age-related increases in # at
sentence boundaries can be explained in part by older adults’
poorer working memory and processing speed.

Discussion
The current study investigated age and individual differences in
distributions of reading times as a way to probe semantic integration mechanisms in reading. The ex-Gaussian model provided an
excellent fit to self-paced reading time data for both younger and
older adults, indicating that such parametric models provide useful
descriptive summaries of RT distributions and distributional
changes as a function of both item-level (e.g., boundary position)
and subject-level (e.g., age, working memory) variability. In the
following sections, we consider (a) how RT distributional analyses
provide insights into models of wrap-up in sentence processing, (b)
aging and individual differences in sensory and cognitive function
and RT distributions, and (c) limitations of the current study and
future directions.
4
MacKinnon et al. (2007; MacKinnon, Krull & Lockwood, 2000) have
used the term inconsistent mediation to describe cases in tests of mediation
models where the direct and mediated effects of an independent variable on
a dependent variable have opposite signs (see also Davis, 1985; McFatter,
1979). Such a case exists for the effects of verbal ability on #CW and #SW.
Aging has a positive path (a) to verbal ability, and a negative path (b) to
#CW/SW, generating a negative estimate of the indirect effect (ab). This is
similar to suppression effects in multiple regression models (see Mackinnon et al., 2000) and indicates that the proposed focal predictor (age) and
the mediator (verbal ability) have independent and opposing influences on
the outcome (#CW/SW).
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automatic mechanisms, such as an oculomotor pause response or
the automatic monitoring of intonational boundaries alone.
To our knowledge, this is the first study examining the influence
of sentence comprehension processes on RT distributions in selfpaced reading (but see Staub, 2011, for an example in eye tracking). Note that, although the above findings cast doubt on the idea
that wrap-up effects are uniform in nature, they do not unequivocally implicate a cognitively effortful integration process. In the
next section, we consider how our aging and individual differences
findings suggest that wrap-up effects are cognitively effortful.

Figure 4. Simplified path diagram of multiple mediator model of age and
individual differences in ex-Gaussian parameters for clause and sentence
wrap-up.

Ex-Gaussian Distributions: Implications for Models of
Wrap-Up
A major goal of the current study was to utilize RT distributional methods to examine how sentence comprehension processes
(e.g., wrap-up) may influence underlying distributions of reading
times for different individuals. We were motivated to use this
approach to distinguish between automatic/obligatory models of
wrap-up and semantic integration models of wrap-up because,
although both classes of models predict increases in mean RT at
clause and sentence boundaries, these theories imply different
distributional properties.
Automatic/obligatory models of wrap-up predict that pause durations at clause-boundaries should occur equally across short and
long reading times, consistent with the idea that boundary sites
trigger an automatic “dwell” response that is not dependent upon
properties of the text (Hirotani et al., 2006; Warren et al., 2009). In
contrast, the findings from the current study showed that wrap-up
not only engendered a uniform increase in reading time, but also
increased variability in reading times at sentence boundaries and
an increased proportion of extreme reading times at both clause
and sentence boundaries. The exaggerated variability and slow tail
in reading time distributions for words at syntactic boundaries
suggests that the effects of wrap-up are not fixed or obligatory.
These findings are not easily compatible with theories of wrap-up
that explain increased pause durations at boundary sites in terms of

Age and Individual Differences in
Distributions of Wrap-Up
Older adults showed exaggerated shifting, scaling, and slow-tail
effects for sentence final RTs, as well as larger slow-tail effects at
clause boundaries relative to nonboundary sites. Previously, we
(Payne & Stine-Morrow, 2012) found that age differences in
wrap-up in eye-tracking were largest for trials that included both
refixations and regressions (see also Rayner et al., 2009, 2010) and
suggested that the difference in findings between early pass (e.g.,
first fixation duration) and late-pass (e.g., regression path duration)
fixation measures could be attributable to a subset of trials where
wrap-up was highly demanding, and thus where more time was
needed to process the target word. A major advantage of the
ex-Gaussian model is the ability to examine condition differences
across the entire RT distribution, rather than relying on inferring
such effects by comparing mean RTs across several outcome
measures (e.g., Payne & Stine-Morrow, 2012; Rayner et al., 2009,
2010). The findings in the current study were consistent with the
claim that age differences in sentence wrap-up were exaggerated
on the most demanding words. That is, age differences in reading
time were not uniform in nature, but varied as a function of item
difficulty.
Results from our individual difference analyses also suggested
that wrap-up effects are cognitively effortful. Processing speed,
working memory, and verbal ability differentially influenced both
clause wrap-up and sentence wrap-up effects on reading time
distributions. Most notably, working memory and processing
speed were more highly correlated with # effects of clause and
sentence wrap-up than with other RT parameters (see Table 3).
Our mediational analyses showed that individual differences in
cognitive ability independently mediated age differences apart

Table 4
Parameter Estimates and 95% Confidence Intervals of Direct and Indirect Effects From Multiple Mediation Model
Clause wrap-up
Effect
DE
Age
IE
Vision
WM
Speed
Verbal

!CW

"CW

$.07 [$.55, .42]

.37 [$.21, .95]

.09 [.01, .21]
.09 [$.04, .23]
$.001 [$.16, .15]
.17 [$.11, .65]

.13 [.03, .25]
$.01 [$.19, .16]
$.06 [$.24, .09]
.04 [$.27, .60]

Sentence wrap-up
#CW
2.01 [1.22, 2.91]
.04 [$.19, .25]
$.16 [$.45, .12]
$.12 [$.42, .17]
!.96 [!1.52, !.44]

!SW

"SW

2.13 [$1.14, 5.40]

2.67 [.82, 2.92]

.31 [$.55, 1.18]
$.80 [$2.01, .22]
$.06 [$1.19, 1.09]
2.31 [.21, 4.50]

.13 [$.38, .62]
$.59 [$1.29, .01]
$.001 [$.67, .66]
.39 [$.75, 1.67]

#SW
2.02 [.67, 3.37]
$.24 [$.64, .14]
.18 [.08, .31]
.43 [.01, .88]
!.90 [!1.96, !.03]

Note. DE & direct effect; IE & indirect effect; WM & working memory; !CW/SW, "CW/SW, and #CW/SW estimates are individual BLUPs for difference
between clause/sentence position and medial position (i.e., effects of wrap-up); Values in brackets are the parametric 95% CI for direct effects and the 95%
bias corrected bootstrapped CIs for indirect effects. Bolded estimates are significant at p ) .05.
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from effects of sensory ability. In particular, our findings indicated
that age-related changes in mean RT at clause and sentence boundaries were driven by a number of processes that work in opposing
directions and on different components of the RT distribution.
Older adults with greater verbal ability showed larger shifting in
the RT distribution as a function of wrap-up, along with a smaller
proportion of extreme reading times at boundary sites. In contrast,
age-related reductions in working memory and processing speed
were responsible in part for the increase in extreme reading times
at clause boundaries and sentence boundaries.
Overall, our age-related and individual difference findings suggested that the more pronounced tails at clause and sentence
boundaries reflect a cognitively demanding process that becomes
more frequently disrupted with advancing age and with poorer
working memory and psychomotor speed. These results are consistent with Staub and Benatar’s (2013) explanation for dissociations between ! and # in eye-movement studies of sentence
reading. They claimed that distributional shifting may result in
local increases in processing difficulty, whereas increases in proportions of extreme RTs likely reflect an increased proportion of
trials where normal processing was disrupted, consistent with
claims made in the attentional control literature (Coyle, 2003; Tse
et al., 2010). Under this account, slower tails at boundary sites
implicate increased rates of disruption in wrap-up with advancing
age and poorer fluid cognitive function.
The degree to which working memory impacts online language
processing is highly contested (Caplan & Waters, 1999; Caplan,
Waters, & DeDe, 2007; MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002; Just &
Varma, 2007). Our findings suggest that individual differences in
WM may have varying degrees of influence on particular RT
components in online language processing, with stronger effects
for the reading times in the tail of the distribution. To the extent
that certain linguistic variables impact !, ", and #, this may help
to explain the observed variability in detection of working memory
effects across studies of online sentence processing. Individual
differences in working memory may be more likely to be detected
for linguistic manipulations that increase the slow tail of a distribution, rather than simply shifting the distribution. Further research examining the influences of other aspects of linguistic
difficulty on individual differences in RT distributions is necessary
to validate this claim.

Limitations and Future Directions
Important limitations of the current study need to be addressed.
We also explore avenues for future work on aging and RT distributions and applications of RT distribution analysis to sentence
processing.
First, this study adopted a corpus-based approach to examine
individual differences in the effects of wrap-up on sentence processing, using naturalistic sentences. Corpus-based approaches
have been recently gaining in popularity and have provided valuable data on naturalistic sentence processing (Kuperman & Van
Dyke, 2011; Kuperman, Dambacher, Nuthmann & Kliegl, 2010;
Kliegl, Grabner, Rolfs, & Engbert, 2004; Nuthmann & Kliegl,
2009) and visual word recognition (Balota et al., 2007; Dufau et
al., 2011; Yap et al., 2012). However, such findings are necessarily
correlational. Despite our efforts to control for potentially confounding item-level influences statistically (see also Kuperman et
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al., 2010), we cannot be sure that the findings in the current study
were completely independent of other item-level linguistic influences that covary with relative word position. In future research,
distributional effects of wrap-up should be examined experimentally, by manipulating clause and sentence boundaries across
matched sentence material, to completely control for other potential linguistic influences (e.g., Payne & Stine-Morrow, 2012;
Rayner et al., 2000). Despite this constraint, the current findings
are valuable in allowing us to not only examine item-level distributional influences, but also individual differences in RT distributions with a large and diverse sample that is adequately powered to
detect individual differences in RT distributions.
Second, unlike in simple two-choice decision paradigms (Ratcliff
& McKoon, 2008), there is currently no computationally explicit
process model to link reading time distributions to underlying psychological phenomena in sentence processing. However, this does not
preclude the use of RT distributional analyses to investigate reading
and fixation time data beyond the influence of variables on the mean
(see Balota & Yap, 2011 for a discussion). Such descriptive methods
allow for a fine-grained examination of the effects of both item-level
manipulations and individual differences on RTs (see Balota et al.,
2008; Balota & Yap, 2011). Another advantage of distributional
analyses is that, as a statistical method, they can be applied across a
broader range of tasks and paradigms. Indeed, the current findings
provide initial empirical data on the influence of sentence comprehension processes on underlying RT distributions in self-paced reading, which is critical for the development of fine grained computational models that not only predict condition differences in mean RT,
but can account for distributional influences.
Current computational models in sentence processing focus on
mean reading time across conditions, without consideration of influences on underlying RT distribution shape (MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002; Just & Varma, 2002; Pollatsek et al., 2006; Lewis &
Vasishth, 2005; Lewis, Vasishth, & Van Dyke, 2006; Gibson, 1998).
Such critiques of this “aggregating” approach have been previously
voiced (Feng, 2003). This aggregation approach in modeling is likely
driven by a lag in empirical research reporting effects of linguistic
influences on RT distributions in self-paced reading and eyemovement studies. To the extent that researchers continue to examine
effects of linguistic difficulty on reading and fixation time distributions (e.g., Staub, 2011), such findings will likely lead to more refined
computational models, capable of predicting not only mean RTs but
underlying distributions as well.
Lastly, an important goal for future work is to examine the degree
to which RT distributions differ across paradigms, including selfpaced reading and eye-movement experiments. Some have argued
that choices in text presentation and artificial motor components in the
self-paced reading paradigm result in distorted effects (Adams, Clifton, & Mitchell, 1998; Rayner, 1998; Magliano et al., 1993). However, Mitchell (2004) argued that “there is no solid evidence that
researchers have been misled by segmentation biases in the self-paced
reading task” (p. 26). Indeed, a number of studies have replicated
influences of linguistic complexity across self-paced reading and eye
tracking at the mean level, including relative clause attachment (Carreiras & Clifton, 1993; Traxler et al., 1998), word frequency (Mitchell
& Green, 1978; Rayner, 1977) and wrap-up effects (Aaronson &
Scarborough, 1976; Rayner et al., 2000). It has been argued that
wrap-up effects in eye tracking are smaller than in self-paced reading
in at least one study (Magliano et al., 1993). However, other research-
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ers have found robust effects of wrap-up in eye tracking experiments
with younger and older adults (Hirotani et al., 2006; Payne et al.,
2012; Rayner et al., 2000; Stine-Morrow et al., 2010).5
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Conclusion
The current study is, to our knowledge, the first to apply a distributional analysis to examine self-paced word-by-word sentence reading data. Overall, we found that both parametric and nonparametric
distributional analytical tools provide insight into the effects of aging
and individual differences in cognition and sensory ability on online
sentence comprehension, beyond traditional measures that rely primarily on mean RT. In particular, our findings were consistent with
integration views of wrap-up and suggested that age and individual
differences in attentional allocation during reading, as revealed by RT
distribution analyses, play an important role in sentence understanding.

5
This is particularly important to consider in studies comparing age differences in language processing. Older adults have been argued to be more
“risky” readers (Rayner et al., 2006), showing larger skipping rates and more
regressions during reading, effects that are obscured in the moving window
paradigm. Stine-Morrow and colleagues (2010) directly compared age differences in wrap-up across eye tracking and self-paced reading. They showed that
age differences in the effects of wrap-up were comparable across both selfpaced reading and eye tracking with the same stimuli. Thus, at the mean level,
age differences in wrap-up have been shown to be equivalent across methodologies. However, future work should investigate whether this equivalence is
also observed at the level of RT distributions.
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Graphic Display of Model Fit
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Ex-Gaussian model expected RTs by observed RTs for randomly selected participants (n & 10) for medial, clause final, and sentence
final words.
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